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      What Does “Natural” Facial Plastic Surgery Look Like?

      August 29, 2013
    
    
            When individuals seek facial plastic surgery to improve their looks, they want to look younger and refreshed, not pulled and pinched. We often hear plastic surgeons promoting “natural” facial plastic surgery, such as facelifts, that seem imply that other surgeons’ facelifts don’t produce natural results. This is a very misleading marketing gimmick that can lead to confusion. When examining many before and after facelift photos one could almost say they “look so natural” one can barely tell anything has been done, and often times makeup, hair, and camera tricks can dress up an after photo to look better than it really is!

When investing the time and cost of a facelift one should expect dramatic yet natural results. The bottom line is that qualified surgeons know how to achieve a desired “natural” look by utilizing contemporary methods that yield long lasting results. Understandably, some patients don’t want to risk undergoing surgery, so they look for other options to achieve results. Many people turn to Botox and fillers to correct lines and wrinkles, but after a certain age, sagging skin is the main concern. It is important for patients to fully understand that a non-surgical procedure might be effective, but not for long. For example, Ulthera is a fairly new ultrasound technology that promises to tighten neck skin by using ultrasonic waves to stimulate collagen in skin and applying heat energy to the deeper SMAS layer of the face. The procedure can be quite painful, costly, and often only achieves a fraction of the results of surgery.

There are no secret shortcuts in facial plastic surgery. Natural results are produced when proper techniques are carried out correctly. Surgical results can be dramatic but subtle, natural, and effective. Using advanced lifting techniques, such as the deep plane facelift, allow patients to get the long lasting results with similar healing times to all other types of lifts such as “the lifestyle lift,” another marketing gimmick that has left patients dissatisfied and confused. Patients are often surprised to hear a deep plane lift does not present much additional risk to the patient when performed by well-trained surgeons and can last up to ten years. Consulting with a dual board certified facial plastic surgeon about your desired look is imperative to attaining the natural look you desire.
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								Mona S.
								
									

									Dr. Stong did an amazing job. I had an eyebrow lift, eyelids, face and neck lift. It’s only been 3.5 weeks and I am thrilled with the new me already!  He is highly qualified and I recommend him without hesitation. He and his office staff are professional, available and eager to make your experience a positive one.

								

							

										
								Vanessa J.
								
									

									I have been interested in getting filler for my lips for a long time but was always too scared to take the leap for fear they wouldn’t look natural. After a lot of research, I decided to trust Dr. Stong with the procedure. Everyone at the office is so nice and helpful and the environment is incredibly inviting. Dr. Stong listened to what I wanted and answered all of my questions. I didn’t feel rushed or that I was taking up too much of his time. He walked me through the procedure and after the initial numbing, it was over in five minutes. The results are completely natural looking and I am in love with how my lips look for the first time ever. Because I trusted him so much, I also decided to have him perform a liquid rhinoplasty during the follow up appointment for my lips. Despite not having an appointment for the rhinoplasty, he was very accommodating and went ahead with the procedure. He talked me through what he was going to do and also stopped halfway through the procedure to make sure I liked the results. Just like I expected, the results are amazing. My nose looks just how I imagined it should look and I love it just as much as my lips. You cannot go wrong choosing Dr. Stong.

								

							

										
								Britt H
								
									

									Very beautiful office; friendly staff. Dr. Strong is very knowledgeable, trustworthy & thorough. He is patient and takes the time to listen to every concern. I would definetly recommend Kalos!

								

							

										
								Abby
								
									

									Dr. Stong goes above and beyond to make his patients feel confident and secure about any procedure. He is patient and takes the time to carefully listen to your concerns and provides realistic advice and recommendations. His work is beyond perfection! Dr. Stong is an extremely talented surgeon. I would not trust anyone other than him to perform procedures on my face. He is a true expert in his field!

								

							

										
								Aidan H.
								
									

									I've gotten my lips done with Dr. Stong a few times and recently got a cosmetic rhinoplasty. I am two weeks post op, and even with the minor swelling left over, my nose already looks so much better than before!! I am so in love with my new nose and would recommend Dr. Stong if you want a luxury experience and an easy pain free recovery. His staff is so attentive and professional as well, and make visiting the office a pleasure every time. I strongly recommend Dr. Stong to anyone looking for quality work in the metro-Atlanta area. Amazing job. Thank you all so much!

								

							

										
								Giovanna
								
									

									I did a lot of research on facial plastic surgeons in Atlanta, specifically surgeons specialized in revision rhinoplasty, and decided Dr. Stong was the only surgeon I needed to schedule a consultation with due to his impressive credentials, years of experience and amazing results. After my first consultation with Dr. Stong, I knew right away I had found my plastic surgeon and felt confident that he would help me obtain the results I desired. 

My entire experience with Dr. Stong and his staff has been incredible from my first appointment to post-op. He walked me through the whole recovery and healing process after a revision rhinoplasty and was very honest about swelling, pain and the operation itself. One thing I really appreciate in Dr. Stong is his honesty. It was so easy to work with him and I never left my consultations in doubt of his work or his technique. His attentiveness combined with his expertise assured me that I was in good hands.

I can’t thank Dr. Stong and his staff enough for their kindness and support throughout my rhinoplasty journey! I am thrilled with the results, and know I would not be able to obtain them elsewhere.

								

							

										
								J S
								
									

									I saw Dr. Stong for the first time recently and was extremely happy with the results of my botox. In the past, I’ve always experienced hooding in my eye after my botox injection. Dr. Stong explained the reason for the hooding and injected botox under my brow to prevent this from happening. It worked beautifully! No other doctor has offered this solution.  I also liked how Dr. Stong took his time to explain different treatments during my consultation and never felt rushed. The staff was very friendly and helpful in answering my questions. I highly recommend Dr. Stong!
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				Mona S.
Dr. Stong did an amazing job. I had an eyebrow lift, eyelids, face and neck lift. It’s only been 3.5 weeks and I am thrilled with the new me already!  He is highly qualified and I recommend him without hesitation. He and his office staff are professional, available and eager to make your experience a positive one.

Vanessa J.
I have been interested in getting filler for my lips for a long time but was always too scared to take the leap for fear they wouldn’t look natural. After a lot of research, I decided to trust Dr. Stong with the procedure. Everyone at the office is so nice and helpful and the environment is incredibly inviting. Dr. Stong listened to what I wanted and answered all of my questions. I didn’t feel rushed or that I was taking up too much of his time. He walked me through the procedure and after the initial numbing, it was over in five minutes. The results are completely natural looking and I am in love with how my lips look for the first time ever. Because I trusted him so much, I also decided to have him perform a liquid rhinoplasty during the follow up appointment for my lips. Despite not having an appointment for the rhinoplasty, he was very accommodating and went ahead with the procedure. He talked me through what he was going to do and also stopped halfway through the procedure to make sure I liked the results. Just like I expected, the results are amazing. My nose looks just how I imagined it should look and I love it just as much as my lips. You cannot go wrong choosing Dr. Stong.

Britt H
Very beautiful office; friendly staff. Dr. Strong is very knowledgeable, trustworthy & thorough. He is patient and takes the time to listen to every concern. I would definetly recommend Kalos!

Abby
Dr. Stong goes above and beyond to make his patients feel confident and secure about any procedure. He is patient and takes the time to carefully listen to your concerns and provides realistic advice and recommendations. His work is beyond perfection! Dr. Stong is an extremely talented surgeon. I would not trust anyone other than him to perform procedures on my face. He is a true expert in his field!

Aidan H.
I've gotten my lips done with Dr. Stong a few times and recently got a cosmetic rhinoplasty. I am two weeks post op, and even with the minor swelling left over, my nose already looks so much better than before!! I am so in love with my new nose and would recommend Dr. Stong if you want a luxury experience and an easy pain free recovery. His staff is so attentive and professional as well, and make visiting the office a pleasure every time. I strongly recommend Dr. Stong to anyone looking for quality work in the metro-Atlanta area. Amazing job. Thank you all so much!

Giovanna
I did a lot of research on facial plastic surgeons in Atlanta, specifically surgeons specialized in revision rhinoplasty, and decided Dr. Stong was the only surgeon I needed to schedule a consultation with due to his impressive credentials, years of experience and amazing results. After my first consultation with Dr. Stong, I knew right away I had found my plastic surgeon and felt confident that he would help me obtain the results I desired. 

My entire experience with Dr. Stong and his staff has been incredible from my first appointment to post-op. He walked me through the whole recovery and healing process after a revision rhinoplasty and was very honest about swelling, pain and the operation itself. One thing I really appreciate in Dr. Stong is his honesty. It was so easy to work with him and I never left my consultations in doubt of his work or his technique. His attentiveness combined with his expertise assured me that I was in good hands.

I can’t thank Dr. Stong and his staff enough for their kindness and support throughout my rhinoplasty journey! I am thrilled with the results, and know I would not be able to obtain them elsewhere.

J S
I saw Dr. Stong for the first time recently and was extremely happy with the results of my botox. In the past, I’ve always experienced hooding in my eye after my botox injection. Dr. Stong explained the reason for the hooding and injected botox under my brow to prevent this from happening. It worked beautifully! No other doctor has offered this solution.  I also liked how Dr. Stong took his time to explain different treatments during my consultation and never felt rushed. The staff was very friendly and helpful in answering my questions. I highly recommend Dr. Stong!

Margaret B.
So happy I chose Kalos for my facial plastics experience! Dr. Stong and his staff have been wonderful and very accommodating. I’m very satisfied with my results and would certainly recommend him to anyone!

Linda D.
I chose Dr. Benjamin Stong to perform my recent deep plane surgery because of his highly unique credentials and extensive experience in both cosmetic and reconstructive procedures of the face and neck.  Dr. Stong has delivered a stunning result, and I am utterly delighted with my rapid healing progress.  Working with Dr. Stong has been a pleasure.  I found him to be a thoughtful, engaging and encouraging person.  Dr. Stong's warm personality and fine education are certainly a winning combination in his line of work.  I could not have asked for a better result than the one I received with Dr. Stong and Kalos Facial Plastic Surgery.
Like

Ilana A.
Dr. Strong and his team are attentive, thoughtful and extremely thorough. After an extensive search for a practice in Atlanta I could trust, I have been incredibly pleased with the results and service I’ve received here. I would highly recommend.
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          Dr. Stong has been consulted as an expert medical resource by numerous top media outlets, including:
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